1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

The world would remember the year 2020 as a catastrophic year for humanity on this planet earth. Pneumonia of unknown aetiology(novel coronavirus) identified in the city of Wuhan, China in December 2019 [@bib0001] with its first mortality reported on January 10, 2020, has become a pandemic [@bib0002] and quickly gulping the entire world under its net. It is named as COVID-19 (Coronavirus disease 2019) by the World Health Organisation(WHO) [@bib0003]. As per John Hopkins University, 4,563,458 confirmed cases of COVID-19 [@bib0004] reported as of 16-May-20. India contributes 1.9% with 86,508 cases and has fatality rate of 3.2% with 0.2 deaths per 100k population [@bib0005]. All countries are trying to save their people lives by implementing measures like travel restrictions, quarantines, event postponements and cancellations, social distancing, testing, hard and soft lockdowns [@bib0006]. More than the lives this virus has taken, the economic and social impact is far more disastrous and especially for developing and underdeveloped countries. It is terrifying to imagine the disaster this COVID-19 may cause in India where world's 18% of the population resides [@bib0007] with a population density of 32,303 people per square kilometre in cities like Mumbai [@bib0008]. So, this novel coronavirus may spread at a very high pace in India's large population. The Government of India is proposing multiple lockdowns to prevent the spread of this virus. Initially, in lockdown 1.0 (March 25, 2020, to April 14, 2020), the entire nation was under complete lockdown except for essential services and lockdown 2.0 (April 15, 2020, to May 3, 2020) was implemented with relaxation in areas where the virus was contained and lockdown 3.0 (May 4, 2020, to May 17, 2020) with more relaxations in areas where there were fewer number of coronavirus cases. Due to these lockdowns, there has been a decrease in the number of cases from 11.8% to 6.3% on a daily basis [@bib0009]. But the government cannot shut the entire nation forever as the economy may fall drastically. So, a practical solution could be to quarantine the very critical zones, so that the people affected by this virus shall remain in that zone only.

As per the World Health Organisation, no vaccine and anti-viral treatments are yet available for this virus [@bib0010], and medical organisations are trying hard to find out the vaccine for this novel coronavirus. However, even after fast-tracking the usual vaccine period of 5--10 years, the vaccine may take at least 18--24 months before it is available and may take further more time to produce it enough for the majority of the world [@bib0011]. Also, we don't know how long a vaccine would stay effective as the virus mutates. Every effort is made to slow down the spread of the coronavirus and prepare medical response systems to tackle the increase in patient loads and to protect the front line medical staff with adequate supplies of personal protective gears like personal protective equipment (PPE), masks and other essentials. So,if we know beforehand the number of novel coronavirus cases say for next few days, we can plan our inventory accordingly. There are less number of papers on the prediction of novel coronavirus cases in the literature, and few of them are reviewed below.

Wang et al. [@bib0012]have reported Patient Information Based Algorithm (PIBA) for estimating the number of deaths due to this COVID-19 in China. The overall death rate in Hubei and Wuhan was predicted 13% and between 0.75% to 3% in the rest of China. They also reported that the mortality rate would vary according to different climates and temperatures. In [@bib0013], a case was presented, which showed that there is a direct relationship between temperature and COVID-19 cases based on the United States spread analysis. It showed that there would be a drastic reduction in the number of cases in India in summer months which actually didn't happen. Ahmar and Val [@bib0014] have used ARIMA and Sutte ARIMA for short term forecasting of COVID-19 cases and Spanish stock market. They have reported their predictions with MAPE of 3.6% till April 16, 2020. Ceylan [@bib0015] have used ARIMA models for predicting the number of positive cases in Italy, Spain and France. He has reported MAPE in range of 4% to 6%. Fanelli and Piazza in [@bib0016], have done forecasting and analysis of COVID-19 in Italy, France and China. Based on their analysis, they have forecasted the number of ventilation units required in Italy. They have divided the population in susceptible, recovered, infected and dead, and based on that they have predicted the number of cases. Reddy and Zhang [@bib0017] have used deep learning model (LSTM) for predicting the end date of this epidemic in Canada. Their model accuracy is 93.4% for short-term whereas 92.67% for the long-term.

We are proposing a deep learning-based model for predicting the number of patients, who may get infected with COVID-19. We have predicted the number of novel coronavirus positive cases for one day ahead to one week ahead for various states and union territories of India. We have used recurrent neural networks, and long short-term memory(LSTM) based models for the prediction. Contrarily, we have tested multiple LSTM models on Indian dataset and have found that more deep LSTM models like stacked LSTM, convolutional LSTM and bi-directional LSTM give better accuracy than simple LSTM models. As per authors knowledge, no research paper on the prediction of COVID-19 cases of all Indian states have reported so far, and hopefully, our contribution to this area would be beneficial to the government, planners and researchers.

The organisation of this paper is as: [Section 2](#sec0002){ref-type="sec"} explains the background of long-short-term memory (LSTM) and its variants such as stacked /deep LSTM, convolutional LSTM and bi-directional LSTM. In [Section 3](#sec0008){ref-type="sec"}, descriptive data analysis of state-wise Indian data is presented, and the division of states in various zones is discussed. [Section 4](#sec0011){ref-type="sec"} explains the model architecture, error calculations predictions using the proposed model and discussion on measures to control the spread in various zones. [Section 5](#sec0019){ref-type="sec"} concludes with a summary of the work performed.

2. Methods {#sec0002}
==========

2.1. Background:Recurrent neural networks(RNN) {#sec0003}
----------------------------------------------

Deep learning speculates that a deep sequential or hierarchical model is more efficient in classification or regression tasks than shallow models [@bib0018]. Recurrent neural networks contain hidden states distributed across time, and this allows them to store a lot of information about the past. They are most commonly used in forecasting applications due to their ability to process variable length sequential data [@bib0019]. Recurrent neural networks have major disadvantage that they cannot overcome vanishing gradient or exploding gradient problem and also they can store only short-term memory because they involve hidden layer activation functions of the previous time step only [@bib0020].

2.2. Long-short-term memory (LSTM) $\&$ its variants {#sec0004}
----------------------------------------------------

For prediction tasks,LSTMs are considered to be among the most feasible solutions, and they anticipate the future forecasts dependent on various highlighted features present in the dataset. With LSTMs, the data moves through components known as cell states. LSTMs can accurately recollect or overlook things. Information gathered over progressive time frames are portrayed as time series data and to produce forecasts with these data values generally LSTMs are proposed to be a stable methodology. In this sort of design, the model passes the past shrouded state to the subsequent stage of the arrangement. Since RNNs can store only limited amount of information, for long term memory storage long short-term memory cells (LSTM) [@bib0020] are used along with RNNs. LSTMs overcome the issues of vanishing gradient and exploding gradient [@bib0021], which plagues RNN. LSTM cells are similar to RNN with hidden units replaceable with memory blocks.

[Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} represents the LSTM memory block with input, forget and output gates. This structure prevents the memory cell to preserve information over multiple time steps [@bib0022]. The states of the gates can be represented mathematically as given by (1)-(5).$$i_{t} = \sigma\left( W_{xi}x_{t} + W_{hi}h_{t - 1} + W_{ci}c_{t - 1} + b_{i} \right)$$ $$f_{t} = \sigma\left( W_{xf}x_{t} + W_{hf}h_{t - 1} + W_{cf}c_{t - 1} + b_{f} \right)$$ $$c_{t} = i_{t}tanh\left( W_{xc}x_{t} + W_{hc}h_{t - 1} + b_{c} \right) + f_{t}c_{t - 1}$$ $$o_{t} = \sigma\left( W_{xo}x_{t} + W_{ho}h_{t - 1} + W_{co}c_{t} + b_{o} \right)$$ $$h_{t} = o_{t}tanh\left( c_{t} \right)$$ Fig. 1LSTM Cell.Fig. 1

In [(1)](#eq0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(5)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} i,o,f,c represents the input gate, output gate, forget gate, cell and *σ* is the logistic sigmoid activation function which are of the same size as the hidden vector. W represents the weight matrices where *W~ci~* represents the cell input gate matrix. Input gate determines how much information should be passed through based on its significance in the current time step, and it protects the cell from irrelevant inputs. Forget gate decides which information should be deleted that is not relevant from the previous timestamp. The output gate controls the flow of information in the rest of the network. LSTM can turn off a memory block if it is generating irrelevant outputs. In this paper,we have used different variants of LSTM like stacked LSTM,convolutional LSTM and bi-directional LSTM. In these, either structural changes in LSTM are performed or hidden layers are made more deep for improving the performance.

### 2.2.1. Deep LSTM/Stacked LSTM {#sec0005}

Stacked LSTM [@bib0023], also known as Deep LSTM is the extension of standard LSTM which we have described above. In stacked LSTM, there are multiple hidden layers with multiple memory cells. Stacking multiple layers increases the depth of the neural networks where each layer possesses some information and passes it on to the next. Top LSTM layer provides sequence data to the preceding layer and so on. Stacked LSTM structure is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} . For every time-step, it provides individual output rather than providing single output for all time-steps.Fig. 2Stacked LSTM/Deep LSTMFig. 2

### 2.2.2. Convolutional LSTM (Conv-LSTM) {#sec0006}

In convolutional LSTM [@bib0024], the input *x* vector,cell output vector *y*, hidden state vector *h* and the gates(*i~t~, f~t~, o~t~*) are 3D tensors with the last two dimensions as spatial dimensions. The inputs in Conv-LSTM determines the future state of any cell in the grid and also the past states of connecting cells. This is achieved by using convolution operation instead of multiplication function in state transition [Eqs. (1)](#eq0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(5)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} of LSTM. The key equations of Conv-LSTM are as mentioned in [(6)](#eq0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(10)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} where ′\*′ represents the convolution operator and ′*o*′ represents Hadamard product:$$i_{t} = \sigma\left( W_{xi}*x_{t} + W_{hi}*h_{t - 1} + W_{ci} \circ c_{t - 1} + b_{i} \right)$$ $$f_{t} = \sigma\left( W_{xf}*x_{t} + W_{hf}*h_{t - 1} + W_{cf} \circ c_{t - 1} + b_{f} \right)$$ $$c_{t} = i_{t} \circ tanh\left( W_{xc}*x_{t} + W_{hc}*h_{t - 1} + b_{c} \right) + f_{t} \circ c_{t - 1}$$ $$o_{t} = \sigma\left( W_{xo}*x_{t} + W_{ho}*h_{t - 1} + W_{co} \circ c_{t} + b_{o} \right)$$ $$h_{t} = o_{t} \circ tanh\left( c_{t} \right)$$

The convolutional network used for predicting COVID-19 cases is shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} . The details of encoding and forecasting network can be found in [@bib0024].Fig. 3Convolutional LSTM network for forecasting.Fig. 3

### 2.2.3. Bidirectional LSTM(Bi-LSTM) {#sec0007}

Standard RNNs process the inputs in only one direction and ignores the information possessed in future. This issue is overcome by following the bidirectional topology of LSTM. Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) [@bib0025] extracts the complete temporal information of time *t* by considering both past and future information. In this, hidden neurons of standard RNN are split into forward and backward states in which neurons of forward states are not connected to the backward states and vice-versa. The unfolded 3 time-step basic structure of Bi-LSTM is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} . Without the backward states, this structure is similar to the standard unidirectional RNN. With this structure, there is no need to include additional time delays as taken in standard RNN. The training process of Bi-LSTM over time can be summarised as below:1.***Forward Pass*** •Run input data for time 1 ≤  t  ≤  T through Bi-LSTM and evaluate the predicted outputs as calculated in standard RNN•Run forward pass for forward states from $t = 1$ to $t = T$ and backward states from $t = T$ to $t = 1$•Run the forward pass for output neurons2.***Backward Pass*** •Evaluate the objective function derivative for time 1 ≤  t  ≤  T calculated in forward pass•Run backward pass for output neurons•Run backward pass for forward states from $t = T$ to $t = 1$ and backward states from $t = 1$ to $t = T$3.***Update Weights*** Fig. 4Bidirectional LSTM.Fig. 4

3. Data analysis {#sec0008}
================

3.1. Data set description {#sec0009}
-------------------------

The data-set used in this paper is taken from the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (Government of India) [@bib0009]. This data is highly stochastic in nature as increase/decrease in number of cases depend on other environmental/physical variables. It consists of 32 individual time-series data of confirmed COVID-19 cases in each of the states (28) and union territories (4) since March 14, 2020. The missing values in each of the individual series are imputed with the missing data statistics technique known as linear weighted moving average such that the model maintains the sequential learning ability and is feasible to produce accurate future predictions. We have taken data for study purposes (from March 14, 2020 to May 14, 2020). We have splitted data into training data from March 14,2020 to May 8,2020 and testing data from May 9,2020 to May 14,2020. [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the 11 states of India in which the number of positive COVID-19 cases reaches above 1000 in 60 days. This graph shows that there are few states like Maharashtra (14.3%), Tamil Nadu (18.3%),Gujarat (19.3%) and Delhi (13.7%) in which the number of cases are increasing at very high rate and states like Rajasthan , Madhya Pradesh in which cases are increasing linearly and in states like Telangana, West Bengal and Punjab, linear curve with less growth rate is obtained. In other states and union territories (except these 11 states),growth rate is very less, that's why they are not shown in this graph.Fig. 5Indian states with number of COVID-19 positive cases above 1000 from March 14,2020 to May 14,2020.Fig. 5

3.2. Spread analysis {#sec0010}
--------------------

We have divided India into three different categories based on the positive number of COVID-19 cases and daily rise as shown in India map in [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} .•Mild Zone- All states where total number of positive COVID-19 cases are below 200 and daily rise is below 2% are kept in the mild zone. It is indicated in green colour in [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"},•Moderate Zone-States with positive COVID-19 patients between 200 and 2000 and daily increment less than 5% are under moderate zone. It is indicated in yellow colour in [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}.•Severe Zone-States with positive COVID-19 patients above 2000 and and daily increment greater than 5% are under severe zone. It is indicated in red colour in [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 6Division of India in the severe (red), moderate (yellow) and mild (green) zones depending upon the number of confirmed COVID-19 positive cases and daily rise based on the data till May14,2020. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 6

4. Results & discussion {#sec0011}
=======================

4.1. Model design {#sec0012}
-----------------

The experiments are conducted on open source libraries such as Numpy [@bib0026], Pandas [@bib0027], Tensorflow(Google) [@bib0028]and Keras [@bib0029]. Python [@bib0030], as a high-level general-purpose programming language, is used to interact with deep learning libraries as application program interfaces(APIs). The obtained APIs is used to design the current model structure for various recurrent neural network variants as Deep LSTMs, Bi-LSTMs and Conv-LSTMs. These models are used to learn the dynamic dependent structure present in the data and also maps the learning sequence present, to produce future forecasts of the number of confirmed cases present in any particular region. These models are provided with region-based historical data of the number of cases appearing daily, and in consideration to the dynamically changing structure of the dataset, we used the historical data ranging from March14, 2020 to May 14,2020 for training and testing our prediction models. Hyper-parameter tuning of each of these models is done rigorously and selection procedure of these parameters is explained in [Sections 4.1.1](#sec0013){ref-type="sec"}--[4.1.3](#sec0015){ref-type="sec"}. In these models,adam optimiser is used for optimising the mean squared error loss. The error of these models is evaluated on testing data-set in [Section 4.2](#sec0016){ref-type="sec"} and based on the errors, the best model with maximum accuracy is selected as the prediction model for COVID-19 data. Output values are then rounded off to the nearest integer value as the number of confirmed cases cannot be presented in the decimal number system. The layout of our proposed methodology is shown in [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 7Layout of proposed method.Fig. 7

### 4.1.1. Stacked LSTM/Deep LSTM model design {#sec0013}

Stacked LSTM can be characterised as LSTM model that involves multiple LSTM layers as explained in [section 2.2.1](#sec0005){ref-type="sec"}. Selecting how deeper the model should be is another aspect of hyperparameter optimisation which can generally go from a single layer to three to four-layer deep model architecture where a three-layer architecture is used mostly in complex learning tasks. The model used in this experiment uses a two-layer deep LSTM setup with each of the layer having 100 hidden neurons units. The input shape in the model is found to be the lag structure with number of steps as 3 and number of features to be 1. Also, the model uses the ReLu activation function to overcome the most commonly existing problem in recurrent neural networks as vanishing gradient problem.

### 4.1.2. Convolutional LSTM (Conv-LSTM) model design {#sec0014}

Conv-LSTMs considered to be a LSTM variant which replaces the matrix multiplication with convolutional operation at each of the present cell gates inside the LSTM cell and it helps the model to map long term sequential dependencies present in the data as explained in [section 2.2.2](#sec0006){ref-type="sec"} Input and recurrent transformations inside each cell are convolutional. The Conv-LSTM model used in this experiment used a single convLSTM2D layer stacked along with a densely connected output layer. Input shape fed into the model is the lag structure along with the number of subsequences and input number of features are found to be 4,2 and 1, respectively. The data input is restructured to the above input shape along with the number of filters(64) and kernel size. The convolution window (1,2) is an integer value that is used in generating the feature map. The trained model is then used to generate day ahead forecasts for each of the states/UTs using the test data with three time lags.

### 4.1.3. Bi-directional(Bi-LSTM) LSTM model design {#sec0015}

Bi-LSTM is different from unidirectional in the sense that the LSTM that runs in reverse protects the data from the future and utilising the two concealed states jointly, they are capable at any point to safeguard data from both past and future. Bi-LSTMs comprehend the settings better as they look into both past and future directions as discussed in [section 2.2.3](#sec0006){ref-type="sec"} The Bi-LSTM model used in this experiment uses a single hidden layer with 100 hidden neuron units wrapped inside a bidirectional wrapper class structure. This includes copying the principal intermittent layer in the system so that there are presently two layers, one next to the other. The selected mode of merging both the layers is selected to be 'concat' out of multiple options in hand as 'sum' or 'mul' value. The input shape fed into the model is selected to be the number of steps also called lag structure behind in space. The bidirectional wrapper classes are finally passed through a dense layer structure to produce prediction values. The ReLu function helped to eliminate gradient issues, and the model is trained on the mean squared error as a loss parameter and trained through a fixed number of epochs.

4.2. Error comparison {#sec0016}
---------------------

The performance of our proposed prediction methods is compared in terms of certain performance measure indices like mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and is described as follows$$MAPE = \left( \frac{1}{k}\sum\limits_{x = 1}^{k}\left| \frac{A_{x} - F_{x}}{A_{x}} \right| \right)*100$$MAPE quantifies exactness as a rate, and can be determined as total absolute percent error for each time frame rate as actual values minus predicted values divided over actual values. In [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} ,we have evaluated the MAPE of the 32 Indian states by convolutional LSTM,stacked LSTM and bi-directional LSTM models. Stacked LSTM has average MAPE of 4.81%, bi-directional LSTM has 3.22% and conv-LSTM has 5.05%. MAPE of 0% (ideal) in few states indicates that our model exactly predicted the actual number of cases. MAPE ranges upto 30.67% in stacked LSTM, upto 21.6% in convolutional LSTM and upto 15.35% in Bi-directional LSTM. These errors are calculated on 15 days testing dataset,for selecting the best model. The model with high range in errors will fluctuate more with small change and prone to high deviations in predicted values. Moreover,Bi-LSTM has limited error range with minimum average error among all models and is more suitable for prediction purposes rather than convolutional and stacked LSTM. Therefore,we have used Bi-LSTM model for evaluating predictions of COVID-19 positive cases.Table 1Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) of states and union territories(UTs) of India by convolutional, stacked and bi-directional LSTM models.Table 1S.No.States/UTsConvolutional\
LSTMStacked\
LSTMBi-directional\
LSTM1Andaman and Nicobar00.202Andhra Pradesh3.21.61.243Arunachal Pradesh0004Assam7.286.35.495Bihar7.034.955.36Chandigarh8.768.36.647Chhattisgarh12.9411.0510.98Delhi2.863.42.139Goa00010Gujarat2.782.020.9911Haryana5.945.234.3512Himachal Pradesh5.573.812.6813Jammu and Kashmir2.361.821.5314Jharkhand5.463.532.9515Karnataka3.062.311.7116Kerala2.040.740.6317Ladakh12.2311.197.6318Madhya Pradesh4.384.441.919Maharashtra2.432.231.2920Manipur00021Meghalaya1.10.550.5522Mizoram00023Odisha7.796.45.8824Puducherry3.1312.653.1325Punjab18.0212.077.9526Rajasthan1.32.351.3527Tamil Nadu7.175.333.5328Telangana1.831.390.9729Tripura21.1630.6715.3530Uttar Pradesh3.372.321.1131Uttarakhand2.032.261.832West Bengal6.254.954.16**Average5.054.813.22**

4.3. Prediction {#sec0017}
---------------

The number of COVID-19 positive cases predicted by Bi-LSTM follows the actual number of cases closely as tested on the dataset of India for 15 days (April 30, 2020, to May 14, 2020). In [Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"} , error percentage is highlighted in red, for example for May 14,2020 this model has error of 0.279%. This model is also tested state-wise for daily and weekly predictions for May 9, to May 15, data. Using Bi-LSTM model, i.e. using data till May 8, 2020,we have calculated 1-week prediction from May 9,2020 to May 15,2020 and next day prediction is evaluated considering last day actual values. In [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} ,daily and weekly prediction errors are calculated for four states of India (Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Delhi and Rajasthan). The predictions of other states are also available at our website [@bib0031]developed for novel coronavirus predictions. From this table, it is evident that daily MAPE is within 3% and weekly prediction MAPE is in range of 4% to 8%. For weekly predictions,we can see that the error increases high more from fourth day onwards. Thus, we can say that this model is highly accurate for short-term predictions (1--3 days) ahead.Fig. 815 days comparison of predicted and actual Covid-19 positive cases by bi-directional LSTM model for India for the year 2020.Fig. 8Table 2Daily and weekly error percentages for one-week testing data using Bi-directional LSTM model.Table 2**MaharastraTamil NaduDelhiRajasthanDaily**\
**Error** %**Weekly**\
**Error**%**Daily**\
**Error** %**Weekly**\
**Error** %**Daily**\
**Error %Weekly**\
**Error** %**Daily**\
**Error** %**Weekly**\
**Error** %**09-May**2.702.205.315.002.741.570.650.30**10-May**1.350.411.017.610.583.186.824.30**11-May**0.962.170.3012.301.115.430.153.64**12-May**0.876.450.7812.500.146.280.735.28**13-May**2.638.966.559.803.637.580.856.56**14-May**1.1810.511.205.930.618.582.145.82**15-May**0.0012.661.880.890.1510.553.126.00**MAPE1.396.202.437.721.286.172.064.56**

The highly accurate short-term, state-wise predictions will help the state-authorities to balance the load which medical infrastructure can take. Depending upon predictions other several decisions can be taken like imposition or removal of lockdowns and this would also make sure the economic activities can resume which otherwise may create livelihood challenge for millions of people.

4.4. Discussion {#sec0018}
---------------

The output of our proposed model can help planners and authorities to decide on lockdown measures. The state-wise predictions will help the state-authorities to balance the load which medical infrastructure can take, and this would also make sure that the economic activities can resume which otherwise may create livelihood challenge for millions of people . We have divided the zones in mild, severe and moderate category and have explained the division process in [Section 3.2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"}. For each zone different preventive measures should be taken either to prevent or to contain the increase in the number of novel coronavirus patients. Zone wise preventive measures are listed below:•Mild Zone•As all of these states are under quarantine zones, but still, they can start economic activities. However, a close watch is required to make sure that the situation does not go out of control, and COVID-19 tests should be mandatory on all the incoming travellers from other states.•Moderate Zone•This is a zone, which can go in towards mild or severe zone in coming days depending upon the preventive measures it will take. Identification, along with sealing of containment zones, is the key to control virus spread. Soft lockdown in non-contained zones with partial economic activity can sustain in these areas. Extensive testing is required to check unknown and asymptomatic cases to prevent further spread. All efforts should be on moving towards the mild zone.•Severe Zone•This is a zone where things have gone out of control and already put down enormous pressure on healthcare workers and facilities. Hard lockdown with no economic activity and identification along with sealing of containment zones is the key to control virus spread. Multiple rounds of testing are required before declaring any zone virus free. All efforts should be on moving towards the moderate zone and then towards the mild zone.

5. Conclusion {#sec0019}
=============

In this paper, we have proposed deep learning models for predicting the number of COVID-19 positive cases in Indian states. An exploratory data analysis of the increase in the number of positive cases in India has been done. Based on the number of cases and daily growth rate, states are categorised into mild, moderate and severe zones for realistic lockdown measures state-wise in comparison to locking down the whole nation, which may cause socio-economic issues. Recurrent neural network (RNN) based long short term memory (LSTM) cells are used as prediction models. LSTM variants such as deep LSTM, convolutional LSTM and bi-directional LSTM models are tested on 32 states/union territories and based on absolute error, the model with maximum accuracy is chosen. Based on prediction errors, bi-directional LSTM gives the best results, and convolutional LSTM gives the worst. Daily and weekly predictions are calculated for all states, and it is found that bi-LSTM gives very accurate results(error less than 3%) for short-term prediction (1--3 days). Predictions are publicly available at a website developed for the general public. These predictions will be helpful for state and national government authorities, researchers and planners for managing services and arranging medical infrastructure accordingly. The proposed model and preventive strategy can be followed by other nations as well.
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